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ACTION CALENDAR

Favorable with Amendment

H. 63

An act relating to the time frame for return of unclaimed beverage container deposits

Rep. Forguites of Springfield, for the Committee on Natural Resources; Fish; and Wildlife, recommends the bill be amended by striking all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. 10 V.S.A. § 1530 is amended to read:

§ 1530. ABANDONED BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSITS; DEPOSIT TRANSACTION ACCOUNT; BEVERAGE REDEMPTION FUND

(a) As used in this section, “deposit initiator” means the first distributor or manufacturer to collect the deposit on a beverage container sold to any person within the State.

(b) A deposit initiator shall open a separate interest-bearing account to be known as the deposit transaction account in a Vermont branch of a financial institution. The deposit initiator shall keep the deposit transaction account separate from all other revenues and accounts.

(c) Beginning on October 1, 2019, each deposit initiator shall deposit in its deposit transaction account the refund value established by section 1522 of this title for all beverage containers sold by the deposit initiator. The deposit initiator shall deposit the refund value for each beverage container in the deposit transaction account not more than three business days after the date on which the beverage container is sold. All interest, dividends, and returns earned on the deposit transaction account shall be paid directly to the account. The deposit initiator shall pay all refunds on returned beverage containers from the deposit transaction account.

(d) Beginning on January 1, 2020, and quarterly thereafter, every deposit initiator shall report to the Secretary of Natural Resources and the Commissioner of Taxes concerning transactions affecting the deposit initiator’s deposit transaction account in the preceding quarter. The deposit initiator shall submit the report on a form provided by the Commissioner of Taxes. The report shall include:
(1) the balance of the deposit transaction account at the beginning of the preceding quarter;

(2) the number of beverage containers sold in the preceding quarter and the number of beverage containers returned in the preceding quarter;

(3) the amount of beverage container deposits received by the deposit initiator and deposited into the deposit transaction account;

(4) the amount of refund payments made from the deposit transaction account in the preceding quarter; and

(5) any income earned on the deposit transaction account in the preceding quarter;

(6) any other transactions, withdrawals, or service charges on the deposit transaction account from the preceding quarter; and

(7) any additional information required by the Commissioner of Taxes.

(e)(c)(1) On or before January 1, 2020, and quarterly thereafter, each deposit initiator shall remit from its deposit transaction account to the Commissioner of Taxes any abandoned beverage container deposits from the preceding quarter. The amount of abandoned beverage container deposits for a quarter is the amount equal to the amount of deposits that should be in the deposit transaction account less the sum of:

(A) income earned on amounts on the deposit transaction account during that quarter; and

(B) the total amount of refund value paid out by the deposit initiator for beverage containers during that quarter the deposit initiator collected in the quarter less the amount of the total refund value paid out by the deposit initiator for beverage containers during the quarter.

(2) In any calendar quarter, the deposit initiator may submit to the Commissioner of Taxes a request for reimbursement of refunds paid under this chapter that exceed the funds that are or should be in the deposit initiator’s deposit transaction account amount of deposits collected in the quarter. The Commissioner of Taxes shall pay a request for reimbursement under this subdivision from the funds remitted to the Commissioner under subdivision (1) of this subsection, provided that:

(A) the Commissioner determines that the funds in the deposit initiator’s deposit transaction account deposits collected by the deposit initiator are insufficient to pay the refunds on returned beverage containers; and
(B) a reimbursement paid by the Commissioner to the deposit initiator shall not exceed the amount paid by the deposit initiator under subdivision (1) of this subsection (c) during the preceding 12 months less amounts paid to the initiator pursuant to this subdivision (2) during that same 12-month period.

(d) The Secretary of Natural Resources may prohibit the sale of a beverage that is sold or distributed in the State by a deposit initiator who fails to comply with the requirements of this chapter. The Secretary may allow the sale of a beverage upon the deposit initiator’s coming into compliance with the requirements of this chapter.

(e) Data reported to the Secretary of Natural Resources and the Commissioner of Taxes by a deposit initiator under this section shall be confidential business information exempt from public inspection and copying under 1 V.S.A. § 317(c)(9), provided that the Commissioner of Taxes may use and disclose such information in summary or aggregated form that does not directly or indirectly identify individual deposit initiators.

Sec. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on passage.

(Committee Vote: 9-2-0)

Rep. Masland of Thetford, for the Committee on Ways and Means, recommends the bill ought to pass when amended as recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources; Fish; and Wildlife.

(Committee Vote: 11-0-0)

H. 135

An act relating to the authority of the Agency of Digital Services

Rep. Yantachka of Charlotte, for the Committee on Energy and Technology, recommends the bill be amended by striking all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. 3 V.S.A. § 218 is amended to read:

§ 218. AGENCY/DEPARTMENT AGENCY AND DEPARTMENT RECORDS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

(a) The General Assembly finds that public records are essential to the administration of State and local government. Public records contain information which allows government programs to function, provides officials with a basis for making decisions, and ensures continuity with past
operations. Public records document the legal responsibilities of government, help protect the rights of citizens, and provide citizens a means of monitoring government programs and measuring the performance of public officials. Public records provide documentation for the functioning of government and for the retrospective analysis of the development of Vermont government and the impact of programs on citizens. Public records in general and archival records in particular need to be systematically managed to preserve their legal, historic, and informational value, to provide ready access to vital information, and to promote the efficient and economical operation of government.

* * *

(c) For an agency or department records program to be approved by the Vermont State Archives and Records Administration, the head of each State agency or department shall:

* * *

(10) implement and sustain a record schedule in accordance with requirements established by the Vermont State Archives and Records Administration under section 117 of this title and the Department of Information and Innovation Agency of Digital Services under subdivision 2222(a)(10) chapter 56 of this title.

* * *

Sec. 2. 3 V.S.A. § 346 is amended to read:

§ 346. STATE CONTRACTING; INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, SOFTWARE DESIGN, AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

(a) The Secretary of Administration shall include in Administrative Bulletin 3.5 a policy direction applicable to State procurement contracts that include services for the development of software applications, computer coding, or other intellectual property, which would allow the State of Vermont to grant permission to the contractor to use or own the intellectual property created under the contract for the contractor’s commercial purposes.

* * *

(c) If the Secretary authorizes a contractor to own intellectual property developed under a State contract, the Secretary may recommend language to ensure the State retains a perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free, and fully paid right to continue to use the intellectual property including escrow for perpetual use at least annually.

Sec. 3. 3 V.S.A. § 2222 is amended to read:
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§ 2222. POWERS AND DUTIES; BUDGET AND REPORT

(a) In addition to the duties expressly set forth elsewhere by law, the Secretary shall:

(1) As principal administrative aide to the Governor, plan, organize, direct, control, integrate, coordinate, and supervise all functions and programs of the Agency and its departments and divisions.

* * *

(9) Submit to the General Assembly concurrent with the Governor’s annual budget request required under 32 V.S.A. § 306, a strategic plan for information technology and information security that outlines the significant deviations from the previous year’s plan, and that details the plans for information technology activities of State government for the following fiscal year as well as the administration’s financing recommendations for these activities. For purposes of this section, “information security” shall mean protecting information and information systems from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction in order to provide integrity, confidentiality, and availability. All such plans shall be reviewed and approved by the State Chief Information Officer prior to being included in the Governor’s annual budget request. The plan shall identify the proposed sources of funds for each project identified. The plan shall also contain a review of the State’s information technology and information security and an identification of priority projects by agency. The plan shall include, for any proposed information technology activity with a cost in excess of $500,000.00:

(A) a life-cycle costs analysis including planning, purchase, and development of applications, the purchase of hardware, and the ongoing operation and maintenance costs to be incurred over the expected life of the systems, and a cost-benefit analysis that shall include acquisition costs as well as operational and maintenance costs over the expected life of the system;

(B) the cost savings and any service delivery improvements, or both, that will accrue to the public or to State government;

(C) a statement identifying any impact of the proposed new computer system on the privacy or disclosure of individually identifiable information;

(D) a statement identifying costs and issues related to public access to nonconfidential information;

(E) a statewide budget for all information technology activities with a cost in excess of $500,000.00. [Repealed.]
(10) The Secretary shall annually submit to the General Assembly a five-year information technology and information security plan that indicates the anticipated information technology activities of the Executive Branch of State government. For purposes of this section, “information technology activities” shall mean:

(A) the creation, collection, processing, storage, management, transmission, or conversion of electronic data, documents, or records;

(B) the design, construction, purchase, installation, maintenance, or operation of systems, including hardware, software, and services that perform or are contracted under Administrative Bulletin 3.5 to perform these activities. [Repealed.]

(g)(1) The Secretary of Administration shall obtain independent expert review of any recommendation for any information technology activity initiated after July 1, 1996, as information technology activity is defined by subdivision (a)(10) of this section, when its total cost is $1,000,000.00 or greater or when required by the State Chief Information Officer. Documentation of this independent review shall be included when plans are submitted for review pursuant to subdivisions (a)(9) and (10) of this section. The independent review shall include:

(A) an acquisition cost assessment;

(B) a technology architecture review;

(C) an implementation plan assessment;

(D) a cost analysis and a model for benefit analysis;

(E) a procurement negotiation advisory services contract; and

(F) an impact analysis on net operating costs for the agency carrying out the activity.

(2) The Secretary of Administration may assess the costs of any review to the entity making the information technology recommendations. [Repealed.]

* * *

Sec. 4. 3 V.S.A. § 2283b is amended to read:

§ 2283b. DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AND INNOVATION

The Department of Information and Innovation is created within the Agency of Administration. The Department shall administer the programs and
perform the functions assigned to it in 22 V.S.A. chapter 15 and is charged with other responsibilities assigned to it by law. [Repealed.]

Sec. 5. 3 V.S.A. chapter 56 is added to read:

CHAPTER 56. AGENCY OF DIGITAL SERVICES

§ 3301. AGENCY OF DIGITAL SERVICES; CREATED

(a) The Agency of Digital Services is created to provide information technology services and solutions in State government. The cost of the oversight, monitoring, and control shall be assessed to the entity requesting the activity. The Agency shall have all the responsibilities assigned to it by law, including the following:

(1) Provide services for all activities directly related to information technology and cybersecurity, including telecommunications services, information technology equipment, software, accessibility, networks in State government, and the sharing of data and information within State government.

(2) Review and approve all information technology activities within State government.

(3) Prepare and submit an annual report to the General Assembly for information technology, as described in section 3303 of this chapter.

(4) Prepare and submit a strategic plan for information technology and cybersecurity to the General Assembly, as described in section 3303 of this chapter.

(5) Obtain independent expert review of any new information technology projects, as required by section 3303 of this chapter.

(6) Provide strategy, services, and solutions for information technology activities within State government.

(7) Provide information technology project management services and business analyst services to the Executive Branch. When project managers are not available, the Agency shall procure those services and bill them back to the agencies using the services.

(8) Provide standards for the management, organization, and tracking of information technology activities within State government.

(9) Create information technology procurement policy and process for State government in collaboration with the Agency of Administration, and review all information technology and information technology requests for proposal in accordance with Agency of Administration policies.
(10) Perform the responsibilities of the Secretary of Administration under 30 V.S.A. § 227b.

(11) Inventory technology fixed assets within State government.

(12) Manage the training and classification of information technology employees within State government in collaboration with the Agency of Administration.

(13) Support the statewide development of broadband telecommunications infrastructure and services, in a manner consistent with the telecommunications plan prepared pursuant to 30 V.S.A. § 202d and community development objectives established by the Agency of Commerce and Community Development, by:

   (A) purchasing telecommunications services or facilities at rates competitive within the national marketplace;

   (B) sharing bandwidth with service providers or other users;

   (C) establishing equipment colocation arrangements with service providers; or

   (D) making other reasonable arrangements.

(14) Develop information technology and cybersecurity policies for State government.

(15) Provide technical support and services to the Legislative and Judicial branches, as needed.

(b) As used in this section:

   (1) “Cybersecurity” means the protection of an information system or information stored on such information system against any act or attempt, direct or indirect, successful or unsuccessful, to gain unauthorized access, use, disclose, disrupt, modify, or destroy the information system or information stored on such information system.

   (2) “Information technology activities” means:

   (A) the creation, collection, processing, storage, management, transmission, or conversion of electronic data, documents, or records; and

   (B) the design, construction, purchase, installation, maintenance, or operation of systems, including hardware, software, and services that perform or are contracted under Administrative Bulletin 3.5 to perform these activities.

   (3) “State government” means the agencies of the Executive Branch of State government.
§ 3302. APPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY; POWERS AND DUTIES

(a) The Governor, with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint the Secretary of Digital Services who shall be the Chief Information Officer of the State. The Secretary shall appoint a deputy secretary who shall serve at the pleasure of the Secretary.

(b) The Secretary shall serve as the administrative head of the Agency of Digital Services, and shall have the following responsibilities:

1. coordinate and optimize the use of technology within State government;

2. approve, in consultation with the Agency of Administration, State government information technology contracts and procurement activity;

3. review and approve State government information technology and cybersecurity policies;

4. approve State government information technology recruitment and classification of employees; and

5. supervise all information technology employees and contractors in State government.

§ 3303. REPORTING, RECORDS, AND REVIEW REQUIREMENTS

(a) Annual report and budget.

1. The Secretary shall submit to the General Assembly, concurrent with the Governor’s annual budget request required under 32 V.S.A. § 306, an annual report for information technology and cybersecurity. The report shall reflect the priorities of the Agency, and shall include:

   (A) performance metrics and trends, including baseline and annual measurements, for each division of the Agency;

   (B) a financial report of revenues and expenditures to date for the current fiscal year;

   (C) costs avoided or saved as a result of technology optimization for the previous fiscal year;

   (D) an outline summary of information, including scope, schedule, budget, and status for information technology projects with a total costs of $500,000.00 or greater;

   (E) an annual update to the strategic plan prepared pursuant to subsection (c) of this section:
(F) a summary of independent reviews as required by subsection (d) of this section; and

(G) the Agency budget submission.

(b) Records. The Agency shall maintain the following records for information technology projects with a total cost of $500,000.00 or greater:

(1) A business case, including life-cycle costs and sources of funds for design, development, and implementation, as well as maintenance and operations. The business case shall include expected benefits, including cost savings and service delivery improvements.

(2) Detailed project plans and status reports, including risk identification and risk mitigation plans.

(c) Strategic plan. Biennially, on or before January 15, the Secretary shall prepare and submit a strategic plan for information technology and cybersecurity. The strategic plan shall include:

(1) the Agency’s vision, mission, objectives, strategies, and overarching action plans for information technology within State government; and

(2) an update on the information technology goals for State government for the following fiscal year.

(d) Independent expert review.

(1) The Agency shall obtain independent expert review of any new information technology projects with a total cost of $1,000,000.00 or greater or when required by the Chief Information Officer.

(2) The independent review shall include:

(A) an acquisition cost assessment;

(B) a technology architecture and standards review;

(C) an implementation plan assessment;

(D) a cost analysis and a model for benefit analysis;

(E) an analysis of alternatives;

(F) an impact analysis on net operating costs for the agency carrying out the activity; and

(G) a security assessment.

(3) The requirement to obtain independent expert review described in subdivision (1) of this subsection (d) may be waived by the Chief Information Officer if, in his or her judgment, such a review would be duplicative of one or
more reviews that have been, or will be, conducted under a separate federal or State requirement. If waived, such waiver shall be in writing and in accordance with procedures established by the Chief Information Officer.

§ 3304. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INTERNAL SERVICE FUND

(a) An Information Technology Internal Service Fund is created to support activities of the Agency of Digital Services.

(b) An agency, department, or division or other State or nonstate entity that receives services of the Agency of Digital Services shall be charged for those services on a basis established by the Secretary of Digital Services with the approval of the Secretary of Administration.

Sec. 6. 10 V.S.A. § 122 is amended to read:

§ 122. VERMONT CENTER FOR GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION, INCORPORATED; ESTABLISHMENT

* * *

(b) In order to develop and implement that strategy, and to ensure that all data gathered by State agencies that is relevant to the VGIS shall be in a form that is compatible with, useful to, and shared with that geographic information system, there is hereby established the Vermont Center for Geographic Information (the Center) as a division unit of the Data Management Division under the Agency of Digital Services.

(c) [Repealed.]

Sec. 7. REPEAL

22 V.S.A. chapter 15 (Department of Information and Innovation) is repealed.

Sec. 8. 22 V.S.A. § 952 is amended to read:

§ 952. VERMONT WEB PORTAL; VERMONT WEB PORTAL BOARD; MEMBERSHIP

(a) There is created the Vermont web portal which shall be governed by a Board consisting of 10 members as follows:

(1) The Commissioner of Information and Innovation or his or her designee;

(2) The Secretary of State or his or her designee;

(3) The Secretary of Administration or his or her designee;
(4) The State Librarian or his or her designee;

(5) The Court Administrator or his or her designee;

(6) the Chief Marketing Officer of the Agency of Commerce and Community Development or designee;

(7) the Chief Data Officer of the Agency of Digital Services or designee;

(6)(8) One member or his or her designee who is an officer of the Executive branch as identified in 32 V.S.A. § 1003(b), other than of the Department of Finance and Management, the Department of Information and Innovation Agency of Digital Services, and the Department of Libraries, and who shall be appointed by the Governor;

(7)(9) Two members appointed by the Vermont State Employees’ Association; and

(8)(10) One member of the House of Representatives who is also a member of the Legislative Information Technology Committee, appointed by the Speaker of the House, and one member of the Vermont Senate who is also a member of the Legislative Information Technology Committee, appointed by the Committee on Committees.

* * *

Sec. 9. 22 V.S.A. § 953 is amended to read:

§ 953. VERMONT WEB PORTAL BOARD; DUTIES

(a) The Board shall:

(1) Oversee the development of a self-funded web portal and establish charges for the services it provides.

(2) Oversee development, implementation, and promotion, in cooperation with the Department of Information and Innovation Agency of Digital Services, of electronic commerce and digital signature applications involving the State of Vermont.

(3) Serve in an advisory capacity to the Agency of Administration Digital Services and other State agencies regarding the dissemination and collection of State data to and from the citizens and businesses of Vermont.

(4) Seek advice input from the general public, users of the web portal, professional associations, academic groups, and institutions and individuals with knowledge or interest in computer networking, electronic mail, public
information access, gateway services, add-on services, and electronic filing of information.

(5) Accept gifts, donations, and grants for the support of the Vermont web portal.

(6) Oversee drafting and implementation by the Department of Information and Innovation Agency of Digital Services of the contract with the web portal service provider. This contract shall comply with State security and privacy standards.

* * *

Sec. 10. 30 V.S.A. § 202d is amended to read:

§ 202d. TELECOMMUNICATIONS PLAN

(a) The Department of Public Service shall constitute the responsible planning agency of the State for the purpose of obtaining for all consumers in the State stable and predictable rates and a technologically advanced telecommunications network serving all service areas in the State. The Department shall be responsible for the provision of plans for meeting emerging trends related to telecommunications technology, markets, financing, and competition.

(b) The Department shall prepare the Telecommunications Plan for the State. The Department of Innovation and Information Agency of Digital of Services, the Agency of Commerce and Community Development, and the Agency of Transportation shall assist the Department in preparing the Plan. The Plan shall be for a 10-year period and shall serve as a basis for State telecommunications policy. Prior to preparing the Plan, the Department shall prepare:

* * *

(4) An assessment, conducted in cooperation with the Department of Innovation and Information Agency of Digital Services and the Agency of Transportation, of the current State telecommunications system and evaluation of alternative proposals for upgrading the system to provide the best available and affordable technology for use by government.

* * *

(d) In establishing plans, public hearings shall be held and the Department shall consult with members of the public, representatives of telecommunications utilities with a certificate of public good, other providers, including the Vermont Electric Power Co., Inc. (VELCO), and other interested State agencies, particularly the Agency of Commerce and Community
Development, the Agency of Transportation, and the Department of Innovation and Information Technology Agency of Digital Services, whose views shall be considered in preparation of the Plan. To the extent necessary, the Department shall include in the Plan surveys to determine existing, needed, and desirable plant improvements and extensions, access and coordination between telecommunications providers, methods of operations, and any change that will produce better service or reduce costs. To this end, the Department may require the submission of data by each company subject to supervision by the Public Utility Commission.

* * *

Sec. 11. 32 V.S.A. § 183 is amended to read:

§ 183. FINANCIAL AND HUMAN RESOURCE INFORMATION INTERNAL SERVICE FUND

(a) There is established in the Department of Finance and Management a Financial and Human Resource Information Internal Service Fund, to consist of revenues from charges to agencies, departments, and similar units of Vermont State government, and to be available to fund the costs of the Division of Financial Operations in the Department of Finance and Management, and the technical support and services provided by the Department of Information and Innovation Agency of Digital Services for the statewide central accounting and encumbrance, budget development, and human resource management systems.

(b) The rate of the charges shall be proposed by the Commissioner of Finance and Management, subject to the approval of the Secretary of Administration. Proposed rates of charges shall be based upon the cost of operations.

Sec. 12. 32 V.S.A. § 315 is amended to read:

§ 315. ANNUAL REPORT; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

(a) Annual report. The Agency of Administration shall annually present to the General Assembly a five-year Information Technology (IT) Program. The Program shall be consistent with the planning process established in 22 V.S.A. § 901 and shall include for each fiscal year:

(1) IT activities estimated to cost $1,000,000.00 or more;
(2) systemwide performance measures;
(3) performance measures for projects; and
(4) the budget for the Department of Information and Innovation (DII).
(b) IT activities estimated to cost $1,000,000.00 or more.

(1) For each new proposed project with an estimated total cost that exceeds $1,000,000.00, there shall be:

(A) a description of the project;

(B) the justification for the scope of the project;

(C) an explanation of proposed project management methodology, including the relationship between chosen methodology and project scope;

(D) a project budget that includes all projected costs, including operating costs and personnel services; and

(E) a project timeline with projected costs, matched to a detailed list of all estimated funding sources and amounts.

(2) The reporting requirements set forth in subdivision (1) of this subsection shall not be interpreted or applied to limit the project methodology chosen for any project.

(3) For each ongoing project with an estimated total cost that exceeds $1,000,000.00, there shall be:

(A) a budget that includes all costs including operating costs and personnel services;

(B) a cost benefit analysis, which shall include:

(i) an explanation of ongoing costs, including training and maintenance, after project implementation;

(ii) an analysis of the net benefit to the project users, and to the State, from proceeding with the project, in comparison to not proceeding with the project;

(iii) projected savings, including personnel services, if any, that will result from the project; and

(iv) other benefits to the project users, and to the State, from proceeding with the project, in comparison to not proceeding with the project; and

(C) a statement whether any of the information provided pursuant to subdivision (1) of this subsection (b) has changed or is no longer accurate and an explanation of the reasons.

(c) Systemwide performance measures. The Agency of Administration shall develop systemwide performance measures which analyze the overall performance of the State government IT system. The Program:
(1) shall indicate the background and utility of the performance measures;
(2) shall track the performance measures over time;
(3) where appropriate, shall recommend the setting of targets for the performance measures;
(4) shall indicate the overall condition of the system; and
(5) shall indicate potential risks measured by severity and likelihood and plans to mitigate those risks.

(d) Performance measures. The Agency of Administration shall develop performance measures for projects. The Program:
(1) shall indicate the background and utility of the performance measures;
(2) shall track the performance measures over time; and
(3) shall indicate potential risks measured by severity and likelihood and plans to mitigate those risks.

(e) The budget for DII. The Program shall include:
(1) the recommended budget for DII; and
(2) the DII fee charged to each branch, agency, and department and the services provided.

(f) Each year following the submission of an IT Program under this section, the Agency shall prepare and make available to the public the Program. [Repealed.]

Sec. 13. EFFECTIVE DATE
This act shall take effect on passage.

(Committee Vote: 9-0-0)
NOTICE CALENDAR
Favorable with Amendment
H. 7

An act relating to second degree aggravated domestic assault

Rep. Hashim of Dummerston, for the Committee on Judiciary, recommends the bill be amended by striking all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. 13 V.S.A. § 1044 is amended to read:

§ 1044. SECOND DEGREE AGGRAVATED DOMESTIC ASSAULT

(a) A person commits the crime of second degree aggravated domestic assault if the person:

(1) Commits the crime of domestic assault and such conduct violates:

(A) specific conditions of a criminal court order in effect at the time of the offense imposed to protect that other person;

(B) a final abuse prevention order issued under 15 V.S.A. § 1103 or a similar order issued in another jurisdiction;

(C) a final order against stalking or sexual assault issued under 12 V.S.A. § 5133 or a similar order issued in another jurisdiction; or

(D) a final order against abuse of a vulnerable adult issued under 33 V.S.A. § 6935 or a similar order issued in another jurisdiction.

(2) Commits the crime of domestic assault; and

(A) has a prior conviction within the last 10 years for violating an abuse prevention order issued under section 1030 of this title; or

(B) has a prior conviction for domestic assault under section 1042 of this title or for an offense that, if committed within the State, would constitute a violation of section 1042 of this title.

(3) For the purpose of this subsection, the term “issued in another jurisdiction” means issued by a court in any other state; in a federally recognized Indian tribe, territory, or possession of the United States; in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico; or in the District of Columbia.

(b) A person who commits the crime of second degree aggravated domestic assault shall be imprisoned not more than five years or fined not more than $10,000.00, or both.

* * *
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Sec. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on passage.

(Committee Vote: 11-0-0)

Public Hearings

PUBLIC AND ADVOCATE HEARINGS & MEMBERS’ COMMENTS

On the FY2020 Governor’s Recommended State Budget

Joint Community-Based Public Hearings will be held on Monday, February 25, 2019, 6:00 – 7:00 p.m. – The House and Senate Committees on Appropriations are seeking public input on the FY2020 recommended State budget and will hold joint public hearings at 6 locations across the State.

Morrisville – People’s Academy High School, Auditorium, top of Copley Avenue

Rutland City – Rutland Public Schools, Longfellow School Building, Board Room

St. Johnsbury – St. Johnsbury House, Main Dining Room, 1207 Main Street

St. Albans City – St. Albans City School, Library, 29 Bellows Street

Winooski – Community College of Vermont, Room 108, 1 Abenaki Way

Springfield – Springfield Town Hall, 96 Main Street, 3rd Floor Conference Room (Selectmen’s Hall) 5:30-6:30 p.m.

House Committee on Appropriations (only)

Advocate Hearings will be held on Wednesday, February 20, 2019, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m. in room 11 of the State House in Montpelier (AHS Sections only). Thursday, February 21, 2019 at 8:30 – 10:00 a.m. in room 11 (all NON-AHS Sections).

Members’ Comments are scheduled for Friday, February 22, 2019 at 8:30 – 9:30 a.m. in room 42 (House Appropriations Committee Room)

Anyone interested in testifying should come to one of the options above. Time limits on testimony may apply depending on volume of participants. Other than Public Hearings on February 25, all others should sign up in advance with Theresa.

To view a copy of the proposed budget, click here. For more information about the format of any of these events, or to submit written testimony, e-mail Theresa Utton-Jerman at tutton@leg.state.vt.us or call 802-828-5767.
Joint Assembly

Thursday, February 21, 2019 10:30 A.M. – House Chamber - Election of a Sergeant at Arms, of an Adjutant and Inspector General, and of three (3) trustees for the University of Vermont, and Vermont and State Agricultural College.

Candidates for the positions of Sergeant at Arms, Adjutant and Inspector General, and legislative candidates for UVM trustees must notify the Secretary of State in writing of their candidacies not later than Thursday, February 14, 2019, by 4:00 P.M., pursuant to the provisions of 2 V.S.A. §12(b). Otherwise their names will not appear on the ballots for these positions.

The following rules shall apply to the conduct of these elections:

First: All nominations for these offices will be presented in alphabetical order prior to voting.

Second: There will be only one nominating speech of not more than three (3) minutes and not more than two seconding speeches of not more than one (1) minute each for each nominee.

Information Notice

Grants and Positions that have been submitted to the Joint Fiscal Committee by the Administration, under 32 VSA §5(a)(2)

(1) JFO #2945 - $499,912 from the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture to the VT Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets. The funding would allow the Agency to implement a multi-pronged maple products marketing campaign, including: public relations, promotional materials, a marketing plan, expansion of the annual Maple Open House Weekend into a month-long event, and an international trade mission. One (1) limited service position is associated with this request.

(2) JFO #2946 - $41,750 from the Northern Border Regional Commission to the VT Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets. The funding would be combined with a $26,250 State match to convene a two-day dairy summit focused on farmer resiliency, processor engagement, and dairy market evolution.

(3) JFO #2947 – Three (3) limited-service positions within the VT Dept. of Labor. The positions would be funded by a sub-grant from the VT Dept. of Children and Families (DCF) with grant funding that was previously approved by the Joint Fiscal Committee (JFO #2781) for the purposes of establishing job
training programs for supplemental nutrition assistance program (SNAP) participants.

(4) JFO #2948 – One (1) limited-service position within the Vermont Military Department. The position would be titled Records and Information Management (RIM) Specialist and would assist the State in conformance to federal requirements for military document management. The position would be 100% federally funded.

(5) JFO #2949 – One (1) limited-service position within the VT Dept. of Public Safety. The position would be titled Homeland Security Program Planner and would be responsible for managing the Vermont Critical Infrastructure Program and with performing outreach to organizations that may be targets of terrorist activities. The Position would be 100% federally funded.

(6) JFO #2950 – One (1) limited-service position within the VT Dept. of Environmental Conservation (DEC). The position would be titled Environmental Analyst V and would provide engineering support within the wastewater system and potable water supply program to review permit applications through DEC’s five regional offices. The position would be 100% federally funded.